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Since the pioneering work of Shannon over half a century ago, error‐correc ng codes have served as a tool for
prac cal transmission of informa on over physical communica on media. However, more recently and especially
over the past decade, many unexpected connec ons have been found between coding theory and seemingly unre‐
lated areas of Discrete Mathema cs, Theore cal Computer Science, and Electrical Engineering. Exci ng lines of col‐
labora on between these research communi es have contributed not only to advances in each area, but also pro‐
gress in classical coding problems as well. In this talk, I will touch upon a few such examples highlighted by my own
research, including the following:
1. Big Sparse Data: Sparse recovery, in par cular compressive sensing and combinatorial group tes ng, aims for the
acquisi on of sparse high dimensional data directly in a compressed form. I will describe some examples of coding‐
theore c methods leading to op mal or nearly‐op mal measurement schemes that are able to accurately recon‐
struct sparse data using much fewer samples than their size.
2. Security: I will describe novel coding techniques for ensuring provable informa on‐theore c privacy of data in
the presence of wiretappers and tampering adversaries.
3. Theore cal Computer Science: Many of the above developments result from the fascina ng interplay between
coding theory and derandomiza on theory from the core of computer science. I will briefly discuss a few such con‐
nec ons throughout the talk.
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